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“The Power of Thai” ·Caring for Left Behind Children
—

Bangkok Bank China Winter School Uniform Donation Activity

Between November 25-27, 2016, “The Power of Thai” volunteers from Bangkok
Bank (China) Company Limited (“Bangkok Bank China”) Head Office and
Shenzhen Branch paid a return visit with Shanghai Smiles Foundation to Gulin
Cheng Long School, the only non-governmental primary school so far which
specifically enrolls “left behind children” in Gulin County, Sichuan Province, and
donated winter school uniforms to all the students there.

During the cotton shoes donation activity last year, Bangkok Bank China volunteers
noted that most of the students there only wore shabby and thin clothes in cold
weather and were lack of a large number of equipment after study. Heard of the
situations, Bangkok Bank China staffs later donated a series of sporting equipment
as individuals to the school. What is the current condition of the donated equipment?
How could the students there live through this winter? These questions led Bangkok
Bank China to start the journey again to pay a return visit while giving winter school
uniforms to all the students there to help them establish self-confidence, build up
team work ability, enhance the school's entire public image and boost up the honor of
collectiveness. During the activity, the volunteers also brought school and living
supplies to the students and revisited several impoverished families to encourage the
students to live a healthy life, grow up happily and grasp more scientific and cultural
knowledge.

Always remember the initial intention can one expects to go further. Bangkok Bank
China has conducted the donation activities under “The Power of Thai” project for
students in remote mountain areas for three consecutive years since 2014. It helps to
improve the study and living environment for the students and make them feel the
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care and warmth from the society to grow up healthy and strong. Inspired by the spirit
of Bangkok Bank Public Company Limited’s effort in the welfare activities and
commitment to fulfill corporate social responsibility of the bank, Bangkok Bank
China will give more warmth and attention to the students in remote areas on the way
of practicing public welfare activity and pass on the love and care.
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Bangkok Bank China “The Power of Thai”- Winter School Uniform Donation Activity Photos

Students tried on the coats on site

Volunteers gave winter school uniforms to the students at the donation ceremony

Students feel warmer putting on the customized winter school uniform

Bangkok Bank China “The Power of Thai”- Communication with Students and Family Revisit Photos

Return visit to impoverished families

Volunteers brought school and living suppliers to students and conducted
communication

